Abstract-In this paper, the problem of finite time consensus is discussed for multiple non-holonomic mobile agents_ The objective is to design a distributed finite time control law such that the controlled multiple non-holonomic mobile agents can reach consensus within any given finite settling time. We propose a novel switching control strategy with the help of time-rescalling technique and graph theory. The numerical simulations are presented to show the effectiveness of the method.
I. INTRODUCTION
Consensus problem for multi-agent systems has received great attention from various research communities recently due to its challenging features and many applications, such as formation control , consensus problem of communication networks, and flocking, etc[1] [4] [1O].
The consensus of the multi-agent systems means that all the states of all agents required to agree upon certain quantities of interest. In order to achieve the aim, local rules are usually applied to each agent, mainly based on the weighted average of its own information and that of its neighbors [4] . The consensus problem for networks of dynamic agents with fixed and switching topologies was discussed in [10] .
Most of the existing consensus control laws for multi-agent are asymptotic consensus laws, that is the states of the agents convergence to the desired value with infinite time. Compared with this, finite time control can provide better disturbances rejection, fast response and tracking precision [5] [8]. Finite time stabilizing control has been studied and several finite time consensus algorithms have been obtained in the refer ences such as [2] [9] [13] , just to name a few.
Graph theory results related to consensus control are obtained for linear agents mostly. However, many practical control applications involve agents that are nonlinear and non-holonomic. Therefore, it is necessary to discuss the control of multiple non-holonomic systems. The papers [6],
[7] considered cooperative control of only a portion of the state vector of each mobile robot and their proposed methods were specialized to a specific class of robotic system. The paper [1] discussed the cooperative control problem for general nonholonomic agents with limited communication capabilities among neighbors. However, to the best of our knowledge, there are still no any results with respect to finite time consensus for non-holonomic mobile agents. In this paper, based on the results from papers [91 and the time rescalling technique and switching control technique from paper [3] [11] [12] , not only can we solve the finite time consensus problem for non-holonomic mobile agents, but also we can make all the non-holonomic mobile agents reach consensus within any given finite time.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, formulation and preliminary results are given. In Section 3 we first present a distributed switching control strategy based on the result from paper [9] , and prove the effectiveness of the method, and secondly we employ a time rescaling technique to reconstruct the distributed finite-time controller to make all the non-holonomic mobile agents reach consensus within any given finite time. In Section 4, we use the numerical simulations to show the effectiveness of our distributed finite time control laws. Finally, some conclusions are drawn in Section 5.
II. PRELIMIN ARIE S AND PROBLEM FORMULATIO N

A. Algebraic Graph Theory
In the multi-agent systems, the communication between the agents can be described by the undirected graph G = (v, e, A), where the set of vertices v = {I, 2, ,,, , n} , set of edges e C v x v = {(i,j) : i,j E v }, and a adjacency matrix A = [aij] E R n x n . If there is an edge from vertex i to vertex j, i.e. (i, j) E e, then aij = aji > 0, the vertex j is called a neighbor of i. The set of neighbors of vertex i is denoted by Ni = {j E v : (i,j) E e,j i:-i}. In this paper we assume that au = 0, 1 ::; i ::; n. The degree matrix of 
According to paper [9] , we can have the following two lemmas:
Lemma 2: Consider the kinematics for n mobile agents, indexed by i E v, the kinematics of the i -th agent is described by the following form:
where [Xi, ViV and Ui are the state and input of agent i respectively. If the graph G is connected, then, the following distributed finite-time control law
jENi can solve the finite-time consensus problem, namely such that state consensus can be achieved within finite time T l
k3 is a positive constant, d = 1 + lip, 1 < p pt/P 2 < 2, Pl,P2 are positive odd integers, /3 maxl:<:;i:<:; n {L: jEN i aij }, 'Y = maxl:<:;i,j:<:; n {aij} '
Consider the kinematics for n mobile agents, indexed by i E v, the kinematics of the i -th agent is described by the following form:
where Xi and Ui are the state and input of agent i respectively. If the graph G is connected, then, the following distributed finite-time control law
jENi can solve the finite-time consensus problem, namely such that state consensus can be achieved within finite time
and the definitions for k2 and P is the same as in Lemma 2.
B. Finite Time Stability and Problem Formulation
Lemma 4: [3] Consider the nonlinear system
where f : Uo ---+ R n is continuous with respect to X on an open neighborhood Uo of the origin X = O. Suppose there is a C l fu nction V(x) defined in a neighborhood U C Uo E R n of the origin, real numbers e > 0 and 0 < 0: < 1, such that V(x) is positive definite on U and V(x) + eV a (x) � 0 (along the trajectory) on U. Then, V(x) approaches 0 in finite time along the trajectory with any initial condition x(O) E U I {O}, in addition, the finite settling time T satisfies that
Consider the kinematics for n non-holonomic mobile agents, indexed by i E v, the kinematics of the i -th agent is described by the fo llowing fo rm:
where q*i = [ qIi, q2i, q3iV and U*i = [Uti, U2iV are the state and input of agent i respectively. This paper aims to find distributed controller ( qlk1 , q2kl , q3kl , . . . ,qlkmi , q2km i ' q3km i ) (6) with Ki = {k l ,··· ,kmi} � {i} U Nifor system (5) with any initial condition such that the system (5) will achieve consensus ( qij = qi m : 1 � i � 3, 1 � j i= m � n) within finite settling time T.
III. MAIN RESULTS
To solve the finite-time consensus problem, inspired by the idea of paper [3] [11] [12] , we divide the system (5) into a first-order subsystem
and a second-order subsystem Proof:
I) When t < T 1 : because Uli = Ci, hence the second order subsystem is as the following
Based on Lemma 2, we can get the distributed finite time control law for the second-order subsystem (11) of agent i:
hence, when 1 � i � n, the distributed finite time control
can make the second-order subsystem (8) reach consensus 2) When t � T1: all the agents have reached agreement on states q2i and q3i , where i : 1 :S i � n. thus, we only consider the first order subsystem (7). According to Lemma 3, the distributed finite time control laws of agent indexed by i is as following:
jENi .
!±E
and Vo(t) � -k2(2A2 Vo(t)) 2" with Vo(t) n � � � a ij(Qli -Qlj) 2 . Hence it is not difficult for i=l jENi us to get that all the agents can reach agreement on states
Qli after time T = TI + T2 with T2 = Vo ( T tl 2 1' !±E ' where k2 � (2 )'2 ) 2 p i : 1 � i � n. Hence we can have: all the agents can reach agreement on states Qli, Q2i , Q3i after time T = TI + T2, where i : 1 � i � n. This completes the proof .• B. Consensus within any given finite settling time Theorem 2: Consider the system (5) for all i E v, and let C = [CI' C2,· .. ,e n j T be a suitably selected constant vector with Ci, 1 � i � n being nonzero constants. If the graph G is connected, then, for any given time T and design parameter 0 < a < 1, through selecting suitable time rescaling constants KI � 1 and K2 � 1 the following distributed finite-time control law t < aT can solve the finite-time consensus problem within 1t <
12
.
-
and the definitions for kl' k2, p, d and b2 is the same as in Lemma 2.
Proof: For any given finite settling time T, if TI + T2 "S: T, the distributed finite time control laws Uli, U2i, 1 "S: i "S: n in the form of Theorem 1 solve the finite consensus problem for system (5). If Tl + T2 > T, we will employ a time-rescaling technique to reconstruct a distributed finite-time controller to make all the agents reach consensus with agent kinematics (5) within a modified settling time T * = T; + T2 < T. Take
From the second order subsystem (8) we can get
Note that when t < T l b2(1-d / 2) with V(O ) = V( li2l( 0 ),li22 (0 ),··· ,li2 n ( 0 ),q31 (0 ),q32 (0 ),··· ,q3 n (0 )), Uli = Ci has the same form as in Theorem 1, therefore, U2j is still in the same form:
can make all the agents reach con � nsus w jth � e�ct to states
select sUitable Kl such that T l = Kl = K1b2(1-d / 2) "S: a T with 0 < a < 1. In the following, we only make all the agents reach agreement with respect to states Qli : 1 "S: i "S: n within finite time (1-a ) T. If the distributed finite-time control law
Ul i = ( L aij(Qlj -qli)) l / p can not make all the agents JEN;
reach agreement with respect to states qli : 1 "S: i "S: n within finite time (1 -a ) T, we can take i = K2t, ql i = qli, Uli = K21U l i, K2 � 1. Based on the first subsystem (7), we can have d qli ,
can make all the agents respect to states Ql i , 1 "S: i JEN.
reach consensus with "S: n with finite time J>if
This completes the proof .
• K2k2�(2A2) 2 p
IV. SIMULATIONS
To verify the effectiveness of the proposed distributed finite time control law, we give some simulation results for Section III .
Here we give a 5-agent system described by an undirected graph 9 as shown in Fig. 1 . Except a 13 = a31 > 0, a3 4 = 
hence we can take k2 = 3.2.
kl > (2 -1/p)21 -l / Pk�+P ( 2 l-1/ P + (/3 + n ,)p 21 -1/ p(/3 + n,) )
9 .
(2� + �(1 + 5 X O.5 ) 2�(1 + 5xO.5) ) 
Un (1/2(QI3 -Qn))7/9 UI2 = (1/2(QI4 -Q12) + 1 / 2( QI5 -Q12))7/9
UI3
(1/2(Ql1 -Q13) + 1 / 2( QI4 -QI3))7/9. (18) UI4
(1/2(Q13 -Q14) + 1 / 2(Q 12 -Q14))1/9
U15
(1/2(QI2 -Q15))7/9
The numerical results in Fig 2, Fig 3 and Fig 4 show that the effectiveness of the proposed controller. From Fig 3 and Fig In this paper, the problem of finite time consensus is discussed for multiple non-holonomic mobile agents, and based on the result from paper [9] we propose a distributed finite-time control law for each agent. And moreover, with help of time-rescaling techniques from papers [3] [11] [ 12] , we can achieve finite-time consensus within any given settling time. 
